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someplace within the park, they run. And as they run, they watch with hungry eyes the young,
loving, fit -- just like the Lawrences -- with The Glow.
i discovered this ebook in the course of a clearance sale at an outdated book place that used to
be ultimate down in my town. i am consistently searching for reliable horror fiction, so I picked
up this ebook looking ahead to an easy, interesting read. i used to be disappointed.Brooks
Stanwood is a very good writer. He makes use of clean, sparing prose, and his characters are
plausible enough, however the challenge is they are so unlikeable. the 2 protagonists are a
wealthy, higher category long Glow island couple who interact in dinner parties, purchase great
things, and feature conversations approximately condo hunting, foodstuff tours, and their cushy,
good paying careers. it is as though characters from an 80's Nora Ephron motion picture have
been transplanted right into a horror novel. it is simply no longer relatable to a center category
midwesterner like me, specially if you are used to the blue collar kinds that Stephen King is so
fond of. whilst the large twist finishing came, I felt neither surprise nor horror, yet relatively just a
little of shock combined with indifference. i will not suggest this book, but when I observed
somebody approximately to learn the 1st bankruptcy i would not knock it out in their hands.
provide it a attempt if the basis turns out attention-grabbing to you, might be your geographical
and not pricey disposition will make the characters extra relatable. It did get a few good Amazon
reviews.
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